
n. y. i met a kid who told me he
herd his dad tell how a man what
lives on long island catches 4 or 5
fishes when he catches 1 on the same
hook

f dont know whether to beleev it
or not but the kid said honest to
goodness hope to die if it aint true
& so i gess it is so

this feller that the kid dident know
his name every p. m. gets out befour
he goes to bed & catches a fish which
most of the times is a small 1 for the
big fishes dont get neer his plase ur-le- y

in the nite for there is lots of
noise there

well he takes this little fish and
ties it to a long string & lets it float
in the waterway as far as the string
"will go

during the nite a bigger fish comes
by & swallers the littel 1, and puty
soon a still bigger fish comes along
& swallers the other 2 & sometimes
they keep it up all nite until in the
morning there is a whale of a fish at
the end of the line & the man has
to get his wife to help him pull it in

then all they got to do is to. pull
the other fishes out of the big 1 &
there you are with a whole mess of
fishes each a little littler than the
other.

what i was thinking it wood be tuff
on the man if the bigegst fish got cot
1st for then the rest coodent have no
chance to get inside it, wood they?
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SOMETHING LEARNED

Father Well, Bobby, what did you
learn at school today?
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AIN'T NATURE WONDERFUL!
Unnatural History by Eugene Ahern.

The Camelopardalis

This is a startling photo of the
camelopardalis, alias giraffe. We
couldn't get his nob in the photo
without taking the camera and
standing away back near Gary, Ind..
to get him in range. Anyhow his
head was hidden by a cloud.

Unlike the prize fighter which is

just one solid bone from the clavicle
up, thegiraffe has seven vertabrae
in his neck. All the giraffe is com-
posed-, of is a neck, tail and underpin-
ning.

It doesn't make any difference to
a giraffe when he drinks soup wheth-
er it's hot or not, because it would
be just as cold as an airdale's nose
when it reached the bottom of his
elevator shaft The giraffe doesn't
utter a sound of any kind. We wish
some people who sit behind us in
movie shows were giraffes, especially
when a musical selection is being
played and when the captions are
thrown on the screen.

The giraffe's neck is about 10 feet
long, but when you're in a street car
reading a paper you'll find some gi-

raffes with a four-Inc-h neck that can
cover more territory than the
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Correspondents who had to listen

to convention guff will doubt that
June 21 is the longest day of the
year.


